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"And so many of the people in the

arena hereyou

know, were underprivileged anyway, so

Friday, September 9, 2005

(she chuckles slightly) is working

this-th- is

"

very well for them.
Former First Lady Barbara Bush on the displaced residents of New Orleans as heard on NPR's "Marketplace"

Wooster Underground a
this
Week
a

Chief Staff Writer

The Underground, previously known as
both 'The Cage" and "Ichabod's," is tlie

th

did maintain its
Monday, Sept 5 booking of a comedian
because it had. been prearranged, but alco- -

Friday nights. However, the first Friday of

'hol was not served

at die event The
Underground will be open again today for
happy hour from 6 to 10 pm. and a dance

party sponsored

by BSA (the Black
Students' Association) until 2 a.m.
Emmanuel
'06,
Sterling
an
Underground employee for 11 months,

To

said,

my knowledge, it was our first

d Katrina

Three-tier- e

!

ts

The Underground

social atmosphere on campus, especially on

i

pre-heal-

September.

-

'"

on first Friday night

no-g- o

this academic school year it was closed after
inspection found that improve-nenneeded to be made before the real
health inspection expected at tlie end of

Leah Koontz

(-

,

health inspection. A lot was set up wrong
mainly plumbing problems. We do change
tlie taps, but I don't know how often. Now
it will be done more frequently."
Dottie CoUura, tlie new Underground
supervisor and student coordinator taking

See "Underground" page
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The Voice examines the views of personally effected students, the College of Wooster campus and the nation during the hurricane crisis
aBCM.aaiailuiaa

J

Sven Cacioppo
The

College

responds

.

of

to the devastation

Hunicane, Katrina, through

giv-

The

See page

ing and information.
2 for the

Staff Writer

community

rest of the story.

Scots volleyball sweeps an
opening season tournament.
Michelle Erickson provides
details. See page 7 for
all-th-

e

e-m-

more.

The Voice responds to the dev- -

astation of Hurricane Katrina
along the Gulf Coast. Read the
editorial. See page 3.
Adam Koenigsberg, former senator and treasurer for the Student
Government

Association,

dis-

sects disorganization among the
SGA. See his exclusive column
on page 4.

aftermath

of

Hurricane

Katrina is not just measured in the
billions of dollars in damage or
untold thousands dead but how ordinary Americans are responding to
the ongoing tragedy, and how the
evacuees are being helped from relief
coming in.
For its part, the College of
Wooster has raised money for the
Salvation Army and the Red Cross to
promote relief efforts. Kiosks were
stationed in the Lowry Student
Center for those able and willing to
donate, though for the foreseeable
future such donations are limited to
food, water and clothing.
In a campus-wid- e
release sent via
on Sept. 2, College 'President
R. Stanton Hales provided "a list of
locations, dates and times for blood
drives," and exhorted the campus
community to "refrain from unnecessary driving whenever possible,"
given the record gas prices generated
by Katrina's decimation of much of
the Gulf oil infrastructure,
As of Sept. fl, over the course of
three days, the College of Wooster
had gathered "over $300 and threej
boxes of clothing," according to a
letter from Science and Humanities ,
Program (SHP) Treasurer Mark
Hayward '08, a number now at $340.
SHP Events Coordinator Lannon
Unick '08 said the clothes are to be
sent "mostly to Houston," in the
Astrodome, because the refugees
there are out of the New Orleans
flood and, moreover, "more than just
the basic human needs can start to be
taken care of."
Unick said large amounts of clothing

I)
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Evacuees taking shelter in the Houston Astrodome (Photo courtesy of Daniel CimaAmerican
Red Cross).
came from tlie Lowry Student Center,
because
from past events that were
outdated and could not be sold were given
to the Salvation Army for the victims and
T-shi-

rts

"So we got .
three boxes of donations from the
Wilson bookstore" and "tlie Wooster
refugees.

two-and-a-ha- lf

Activities Committee that have all these
extra shirts sitting in tJielr offices."
A second SHP drive is planned for
the week of Monday, Sept. 12.

The a memorandum sent out by
the Office of the President encouraged students "to put aside clothing
and furniture now for collection and
shipment to those in need in the
months to come," as the proper channels fey handling items of that

nature do not yet exist.
According to Unick, before the
SHP set up a table last Thursday,
September I, President Hales "put
out a call" in which he asked whether
"any of the students were doing
anything about" the crisis. The SHP
initiative "apparently got someone's
attention," she said.
Hayward was taken by surprise when
he saw tlie Sept. 2
from Hales.
"We've had no feedlac k from the school as
e-m-

of

ail

yet," he said. "We were struck by the

kick of school

action."
number of Wooster students
have family in tlie affected region,
including Zachary Peterson '09,
whose family lived in New Orleans

247

Erica Seng
Voice Sta ff Writer
Boylan discovers

At the end of tlie 2005 spring semester,
tlie College of Wooster radio station 90.9
WCWS came under fire The religiously
affiliated radio conglomerate, R B SchooL

more.

petitioned tlie Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) to challenge the

7Xm

College's radio license. This radio station
cited
with FCC standards
non-complian- ce

as its reasoning behind its challenge. R B

School has been attempting to take over
part, if not all, of Wooster's airtime.
Wooster's radio license was, renewed by

Wooster's radio station was not the
only one fighting for its exclusive air-tiagainst this firm. Other educa-

DJ J.R. Ward '07 works with the new "Quebbie" system inside
the Woo 91 studio (Photo by Karin Johnson).

me

the upcoming mayhem of Party
on the Green,
ska-pun-

including

mix of

k

band

the

nationally-know-

Catch-2-

n

See
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tional radio programs that were forced
to fight for their time on the air
includes schools in Kalamazoo,
Michigan (WKPS); Bloomsfield Hills,

Plymouth,
(WBFH);
Michigan
Southfield,
(WSDP);
Michigan
Michigan (WSHJ); Andover, Michigan
(WBHF); Flint, Michigan; Saginaw,
Michigan; Toledo, Ohio (WXTS);
Ohio
Chester,
West
(WHLS);
Winnetk'a, Illinois (WNTH); Elgin,
Illinois (WEPS); Glenview, Illinois
Illinois
Flossmoor,
(WQBK);
and
Illinois
Decater,
(WHFH);
B
Schools,
R
a Texas based
(WHMV).
is
looking for a larger
corporation,
audience.

o
ASSOCIATED
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2005-0-
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which educational radio stations must
comply with in order to maintain their
licenses with the FCC. All licenses

.

are subject to a mandatory review that
must take place every seven years.
Section
Federal
73.561
of
Communication Commission rules
states that all educational commercial-fre- e
stations with unlimited time must
be on-a- ir
no less then five hours a day,
six days a week, and must accumulate
36 hours a week.
However, educational programs
run by schools are not .required to
work weekends or over established
breaks. R B School claimed that the
College of Wooster's WCWS station
was on the air less then half of the
year. It was on these grounds that R
B Schools attempted to challenge
Wooster's exclusive rights to station
WCWS 90.9.
The College of Wooster radio station has implemented numerous
'

,

"We'd never have

See "Hurricane" page 2

First Watch:
A Pilot Project

let that happen,"

says DJ Stone Age (a.k.a. Aaron Stone
'08). "The radio station was one of

the first things that I became attached
to here at Wooster. People would be
too angry if anybody else tried to
take over."

There are specific guidelines with

College is a volatile period in a
young person's life. It is the transition
between the familiar, life we had with
our parents and the stark reality We
will face in the real world. It is only
natural for students to feel lost and
confused at this juncture in their lives.
The College of Wooster is making a
concentrated effort to aid students
with the difficult challenges they will
face during their time here.
This concentrated effort, called
First Watch, is a pilot project started
this semester. Composed of faculty,
staff and administrators, the program's goals are to first, identify students that are in need of guidance
and, second, to develop strategies for
their success. Wooster's dean of faculty, Shila Garg, said "under this pilot
program, our hope is to identify the
right office or person among us to follow up on finding a way to help tlie
student in a timely manner."
Dean Garg explained that, because
the program consists of such a large
conglomeration of various administrators, faculty and staff members
that have regular meetings, students
get the help they need faster. She said,
"In just two meetings, we have realized that it is extremely helpful for all
of us (the members) who have frequent interactions with students to sit
down in one room and share information that normally will take several
A press
phone calls or
release from the College said, "the
group will continue to meet weekly to
.

tlie FCC

The Features team previews

"Our hou.se is actually fine," Peterson
... satellite pictures on tlie

said. "We found

Laura McHugh
Voice Staff Writer

chem-'istr- y

professor Mark Snider's
hidden talents. See page 6 for

but has been relocated to Houston.
His mother, who works for Shell,
was offered a job in the city. Though
she initially declined, not wanting to
leave the city in which she was born
and raised, seeing the damage
wrought by Katrina made the
prospect of a Houston suite seem
more appealing. PetersonTgrandfa-the- r
lives in Baton Rouge, which
absorbed the New Orleans hurricane and flood victims, nearly
overnight becoming the most populated city in Louisiana.

A

Woo 91: Here and Clear,
k-And- y

i
i-LiJ-

changes in order to ensure both the
quality of the radio station and to
prevent another such unwelcome
challenge from occurring ever again.
WCWS 90.9 FM has transformed
into Woo91, It now has an automatic
system that will play music from a
wide variety of types and many time
periods.' This system is known as
"Quebbie." While this system will not
replace .jhe DJs, it will allow for music
to play for 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. This is including all breaks.
In spite of the fact that the FCC
renewed the College of Wooster's
license to what has been recently
christened Woo91, R B Schools has
not given up. Another petition has
been filed by R B School's attorney to
have the license reconsidered.
Similar measures were taken against
many of the previously mentioned
schools whose licenses were renewed
by the FCC.

e-ma-

ils."

Sen "First Watch Here" page 2
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The UG closed due topre-health inspection failure
CAMPUS

Sigsvs. Campus
Council: Update
The Phi Sigma Alpha club, also
known as the Sigs has continued to be
subject to investigation by the campus
judicial board.
According to Robert Rodda, director of student activities the actions of
the Sigs last March are under the
jurisdiction of Carolyn Buxton, who
serves to initiate judicial proceedings.
Buxton refused any comment concerning the case of the Sigs, saying;
"It is practice not to comment on any
allegation that might find its way into
the College's Judicial System."
According to the Kurt Holmes dean
of students the Sigs are not in jeopardy as an institution. "As far as I
know, the Sigs have no special status
(positively or negatively) with - the
College as this point," said Holmes.
Despite a campus rumor of a lawsuit related to actions against the section, the dean of students' office and
the Sigs deny such action.
The controversy over the Sigs
began last April during the Greek
Week Lip Sync Contest. During the
show, in which the clubs and sections
rouperformed various
tines the members of the Sigs came
on stage wearing various shirts containing statements such as "I Heart
Sluts" and "Making Your Daughter
That Girl Since 1966."
The performance generated heated
controversy debate over the offensive-ne- ss
including an ediof the
torial condemning the Sigs in the
Voice, and an SGA resolution address- ing the action of the Sigs. The"
Campus Council took the action of
launching an investigation into allegations of harassment and intimidation
and referring the matter to the judicial
board after some students complained
of being offended by the
Due to the confidentiality of the
investigation, further information was
lip-sync-

T-shi-

ing

rts

T-shi- rts.

not available, ,,,ui
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"Peace mom" takes
on Ohio next
CINCINNATI (AP)
Supporters
a soldier's mother who kept a vigil
outside President Bush's ranch were
greeted with applause and standing
ovations by about 100 people at a
Cincinnati rally Wednesday night.
Cindy Sheehan, the woman w ho led
the anti-wprotest near Bush's ranch
in Crawford, Texas for nearly a
month, did not attend the Cincinnati
rally. But relatives of other fallen
troops took part in the event.
"I don't want any more of our
young men and women to die in this
war," said Bill Mitchell, 54, of
Atascadcro, Calif., who lost his son in
Iraq. "It was a bad war from the start,
and it's a bad war now. It was based on

of

ar

lies."

Mitchell, a
with Sheehan
of Gold Star Families for Peace, said
his son, Army Sgt. Michael Mitchell,
was killed in action in Sadr City, Iraq,
on April 4, 2004, along with Sheehan's
son,
Army Spc. Casey
co-foun- der

24-year-- old

Sheehan.

NATION

Bush, O'Connor

family remember
Renhquist
WASHINGTON (AP)
Chief
Justice William H. Rehnquist was
buried Wednesday as President Bush
Jed the nation in bidding farewell to
the man who orchestrated a dramatic- states rights power shift in a third of a
century on the Supreme Court and
settled the acrimonious 2000 election
in Bush's favor. With more laughs
than tears family and friends spoke
poignantly of Rehnquist's final days
when he cracked jokes in the face of
death and proudly of the imprint of
his 33 years on tlie high court.
--

Did you go abroad
last semester?
The deadline for the International
Programa Office' annual photo
contest ia TODAY at 1 p.m.
contact ipcKbjwnmittr.nlu

Underground

Sterling also said that the health
inspection was a surprise but that they
fixed several problems immediately
after the inspection. He added, 'The
staff has done an excellent job including Collura and especially Bob Rodda,
to get things right and safe for
Underground employees as well as
people who come to have a good time."

continued from p. I
Jennifer Brown's former position, said,
The bathroom had fkuded several times
and so we fixed that, and we're looking at
repainting the Underground, perhaps getting some new sound equipment or
karaoke equipment, a new bar top table,

k-a-

by saying, Tl teres a bigger issue anytime
you have a pub on camjxis and tliat is a
responsibility tliat die administration takes

st

on-camp- us

community it is tradition diat students
attend die UG on Friday nights, and diere-for- e,
it probably caused animosity between

replacing the trough in die men's bathroom
with urinals."
Megan Prichard '06, an Underground
empkiyee hired tlie same week as Sterling,

thrown around.
Collura, Sterling and Prichard all said
diat tlie Underground is currently understaffed. Prichard pointed out tliat last year

Ixit I imagine it will take a lot longer now

six senior Underground employees graduated, but with more employees diere could
be tiiree or four security guards per shift,

in tlie past

tliat slie wouldn't be surprised if we got
shut down, although some of that was
because while we do well on Fridays odier

past weekend.
Collura said, "I have lieard complaints
diat it wasn't open tills past weekend and
diat's OK because it will be safe for students
now and diat's die most inix)rtant tiling

building services had been very supportive
of die changes.

want it to be die best it can be"
Prichard said, "It really wasn't a shock
diat diere was a problem. There's a lot of
deep cleaning diat needs to be done. . .after
a dance party it usually takes us half an
lrour to close if everybody's doing their job,

... Jenn Brown had said to us

residential life and housing and students to
liave everybody in die residence halls this

added diat die soda machine was overhauled and recalibrated and new lights may
be installed instead of just die few floodlights currently in place. Collura said tliat
everybody administratively as well as

done and doing it I think we'll be as ready
as you can ever be for an inspection at die
end of tlie month." Slie added it would be
great to see die Underground utilized even
more in die future because it is a great programming space, and she also mentioned
tliat tlie idea of holding a dinner tlieatre
event at the Underground had been

on to prevent drinking and driving. There
are a lot of different views on wliedier we
sliould even have an
pub among
die Wooster administration, but we do have
one on campus and I'm in charge of it, so I

Sterling said, "I personally would have
opened that weekend dxxigh, because tliat
one weekend could have killed somebody
but it's been like diat indefinitely." Sterling
added diat as a small institution in a small

recovering tlx.' pool tables, new shelving in
the freezer because alcoliol needs to be at
six inches off the floor, new paper
towel (Gspensers, new soap dispensers and

tilings were running smoothly, and tliat
Brown, "wasn't really diere all tliat often."
Prichard said, "Dottie's got a good head
for coming in and seeing what needs to be

liealth inspector had come we would have
been closed for months." Collura continued

... if we hadn't made tiiese changes and a

possibly one being a woman. Prichard
said that Underground employees are

paid the same as most other student
employees including desk workers,
but that Collura has talked of trying

days it costs more to stay open dian die.
Underground makes." Prichard added that
Collura has told staff diat she would be
diere every weekend at first to make sure

togetthemarai.se.

Woo responds to Hurricane with giving, forums
Hurricane
continued from p.

1

Internet of wliere our house is and my
whole neigliborhood stayed dry" He lived
nearby Lake Pontdiartrain, in Lake Vista
A Sept 7 panel w as organized to respond
to die varied discourse x)awned by Katrina
After a brief overview and introduction
from Associate Professor of Geology Lori
insight on die natural disaster was presented by Associate Professor
of Geology Bob Varga, Professor of
Religious Studies Charles Hammer. and
Bettison-Varg- a,

the poor in the region.
"There will be little value in blaming this particular administration,"
said Hammer, who explained that the
problem in New Orleans would have
happened under any political party's
control. "We have to realize that the
majority of Americans don't care
about poor people," he said.
A recent editorial in the New
Orleans Times-Picayureflected the
incendiary emotions many in the
region, and throughout the country,
are directing to President Bush:
"We're angry, Mr. President, and we'll
be angry long after our beloved city
and surrounding parishes have been
pumped dry. Our people deserved rescuing. Many who could have been
were not. That's to the government's
ne

--

Associate Professor of Economics Allison
Wellington.
Varga said the natural floodplain of
the Mississippi River, which runs

through New Orleans has been
altered by humans even though "it
doesn't want to be there." He referenced previous disasters
such as
1965's Hurricane Betsy, which buried,
New Orleans in eight inches of water.
"If anyone from FEMA tells you
that what happened in New. Orleans
was unpredictable.., that's baloney,":;
said Varga.
Ma"ny accusations have been shouldered on the federal government for
its response. In particular, the Bush,
administration's
response to the
faced
has
tragedy
heavy, pointed critithe
with
President
cism,
being put to
face his largest test since September
II, and the nation's largest humanitarian catastrophe in its history, one
that has disproportionately impacted

"Impact of Katrina: Social, Economic and Scientific Fallout"
discussion in Lowry Center (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
will help the city at a certain point,"
as the fundraising is going to mostly

This is not lost on Woosterites.
According to a recent Wooster web
shame."
poll from its .student page, 58.2 per
Peterson said, "It's been really crapcent of the 3 18 students participating
py. If they had fixed the levee as fast
as of press time thought the "governas they possibility could, then they ...
ment's response" to Katrina was
could' ve had the water pumped out of "poor." The results though unscientif- the city . t about two, cjay s, I thjnk,;v ic and not 'statistically .representative u
because, tbejr gcj ajt.abointwo inches
of the student population, present 4 ,
an hour.?
rough indicator of where opinion lies.
"But it's just a matter of getting the
Peterson gave measured words of
manpower," he said, "getting the praise for Wooster's efforts, describmoney, getting the materials necesing the program as a "nice", mostly
sary to actually go down and fix what symbolic gesture to the people of
was wrong with the city." He added
New Orleans that they haven't been
that Mayor Ray Nagin, "who we love,"
forgotten. He said that the money
gave what Peterson described as a
would go to clothe and feed the vicfiery speech where he said, "how it's a
tims, not to fund reconstruction.
horrible travesty, and we just need
"Depending on who you ask," he
people" to come to the city "and fix it."
said, "none of the money being raised

food and clo'thing. "None of the
money is going to' go to rebuild."
Citing what he foresees as a major
problem with insurance claims for
example,;'it'sigoing to I? hellhole to
deal with no matterwbat,? Jib said? n:(
But in the hateh light of tle enormity of the human tragedy that the
SHP is helping to alleviate, Hayward
is not looking to approach the efforts
to help the affected and displaced
halfheartedly.
"We
will be waiting for
Salvation Army directives as to
exactly how to send the donations there," he said. "We're not
just going to send it and hope for

;

.

--

,

.

the best.

New faculty for English and Philosophy depts.
working with faculty from across active researcher in the field of rhetthe curriculum to help us teach writoric and composition
to continue
News Editor
ing as effectively as possible," said
our efforts to build a stellar Program
in Writing." Grace said, "the tremenYou have probably seen their names
Nancy Grace, Professor of English.
This Fall, Macauley is teaching
dous expertise that he has in the area
on the Fall 2005 Semester course listwill be invaluable."
IDPT 1 10: College Writing Tutorial,
ings their fresh profiles scurrying
around campus or if you happen to and ENGL 160: Introduction to
Philosophy: John Rudisill, Ph.D.
find your way around the place, their
Rudisill, Ph. D, assistant professor,
Writing. In tlie spring, he is
faces popping-o- ut
from inside an scheduled to teach ENGL 270: originally from Iowa, where, he said
office in Luce Hall. This semester, 15
English, Grammar and Tutorial "lie grew up mostly in towns smaller than Wooster," attended Coe
departments pulled in 30 new faculty Methods.
"He has many ideas about bridging
College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
members eight of whom were previDr. Henry Kreuzman, Chair and
ously under faculty contract and existing gaps in the program, such as
received new appointments.
Every helping Writing Center peer tutors associate professor of philosophy
week the Voice will highlight the new and FYS teaching assistants work said, "as an undergraduate
at Coe
more closely together," said Grace.
College, he was a double major with
faculty members of these 15 depart"Bill should be a fine Director of an interest in English and Philosophy
ments.
This week English and Philosophy, Writing for the College," said Daniel and wrote an honors thesis on
Graham Greene." He then earned a
Bourne, chair of the English departare featured.
English: William Macauley, ment "He's really a language omni-vor- e, Ph.D. at the Univeristy of Iowa.
interested in all types of writ"Before coming to Wooster, he
Ph.D.
ing. He also likes working with peo"taught for six years, most recently as
Macauley, is an associate professor
of English and director of writing at ple and he'll brjng much value to the a visiting assistant professor of phiCollege, both in his interaction with losophy and honors at George
Wooster.
students and faculty, and in his own Washington
Originally from New Rochelle,
University in the
classes as well."
District of Columbia," Rudisill said.
New York, he earned a B.S. at Grand
' Valley, a M.A.
Macauley is married and has three
This Fall Rudisill is teaching
at Pittsburg State, and
"Ethics, Justice and Society (E, J & S)"
children and, outside of teaching, said
a Ph.D. at Indiana University.
and "Political Philosophy."
"Since half of his position is he still, "enjoys writing and tinker"The latter is my specialization," he
ing"
administrative and includes directing
excited
that
is
the
of
"I'm
which
College
says. He also specializes in social phithe Writing Center,
very
part
his
be
now
has
of
in
someone
caliber
will
he
an losophy and theoretical ethics. In the
the Program
Writing,

Eteanor Ennis

.

Non-Ficti-

on

,

2006 spring semester, he is scheduled
to teach "E, J & S", again, "19th
Century Philosophy," and "Race,
Gender, and Justice."
He is now researching on the problem of political legitimacy and justification in an increasingly multicultural and globalized world and a critical
analysis of various alternatives to liberalism.
"John has a passion for philosophy
that was cultivated at Coe College.
This is indicative to his interdisciplinary approach to questions. He is a
great colleague because of his passion for inquiry and his willingness to
find and question hidden assumptions," said Kreuzman,
Besides Philosophy, Rudisill said he
enjoys, "swimming, bicycling, golfing,
cooking, traveling and following the
St. Louis Cardinals and the Iowa
Hawkeyes."
Of Rudisill's "avid" bicycling,
Kreuzman said, "I am hoping that he
will make the Philosophy Department
more competitive in the Spring Bike
Race sponsored by the Wooster
Community Bike Program."
However, "more than anything,"
Rudisill said, "I enjoy spending time
with my extraordinary wife."

New pilot project aims to increase student retention
First Watch
continued from p.

1

discuss any students who have been
brought to its attention and to formulate action plans to assist each student."
lain Crawford, vice president for
academic affairs at the College, said
the idea for the First Watch program
came last semester while Wooster was
looking for a new dean of admissions.
At the same time the College also
started taking other initiatives to

improve the communication between
the students and the administration.
For instance, Shila Garg started
working on the Center for Advising,
and the College was creating a new
position of associate dean for the class

of

2009.
"All these

initiatives had a common theme," said Crawford. "We
know that there are many challenges that come with being a college student; we wanted to do
more to help Wooster students
succeed at the College."
To
develop First Watch,

Crawford observed the practices
of several other liberal arts colleges. Colleagues

at Kalamazoo, a

liberal arts college in Michigan,
were most helpful. For the past 12
years, Kalamazoo has been running a similar program with great
success, even in times of crisis.
Crawford said, "at Kalamazoo,
during a semester when there was
a suicide on campus tlie group
there reached out to about
of the entire student body."
First Watch is intended to help
all students. The program is
one-thi-

rd

already succeeding. Crawford
stated that, "in these first weeks,
we've reached out to about thirty
students already." He expects
that the number of students
involved with the program will
vary depending on circumstances
during this academic year and the
years to come.
"We will evaluate the program
at the end of the semester to see if
it is actually doing what we
expect it to accomplish," said
Garg, who is optimistic about the
program's success.
.
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Hurricane raises issue Healthy discourse good for people
As an argumentative person, it is

of wealth disparity
Okay, so, the Bush administration
messed up again. And this time, too,
American lives were at stake. Early
estimates predict that more lives
will be lost due to Hurricane
Katrina than those lost in the 9 1 1
disaster. Those lost this time, however, are not a mixed bag of j
wealthy Manhattan bankers and
unionized service workers.
Those lost now because of the
administation's incompetence are
primarily the weakest among us: the
urban poor. It's been fashionable
among liberals as of late to milk
the Bush administration's hurricane
response for all its political worth.
This is offensive and counterproductive.
The incompetence of the adminis- - '
tration in handling the hurricane has '
been
and doesn't
be
need to
repeated here. The hurricane victims need our help now, not ,
our wits or criticisms, !;:.' ; '':
To simply blame Bush for the
humanitarian disaster does nothing to
stop the bleeding of a disaster that
continues to Unravel.
Rapper Kanye West, live on national TV, hammered the media, as well
as the Bush administration's
response. "I hate the way they portray us in the media," West said. "You
see a black family and it's, 'they're
looting.' You see a white family and
.

well-document-

ed,

n-t-

-

simply my nature to confront issues
and debate them to death. Many
times I have tried, in vain, to correct

it's, 'They're looking for food.'" West
was even able to blurt out "George
Bush doesn't care about black people"
before someone at NBC regained con-

trol of the joystick and cut him off.
The important questions in the
aftermath are not of blame, however,
as West indicates, but of why. It has
only been recently in the media that
they have begun to ask these sorts of
questions: why are the victims so
poor? Why are they looting? Why
are they almost universally black?
In the wake of Katrina, instead of
blaming the usual suspects (i.e. the
Bush administration), let's use this
disaster to begin a national dialogue
on urban poverty. In order for the
deaths of thousands in New Orleans
and Mississippi to mean anything, we
need to try and understand their
plight as victims.
In order for such a disaster not
to repeat itself in such proportions,
we also need to understand the
environmental impacts of some of
our decisions in the New Orleans
region. Indeed, we need solutions,
not politics. For now, however,
President Hales has admirably taken
the first step in establishing a coordi- -.
nated response to the disaster here at
"the College. We need to follow his
lead, giving both our blood and
money. So let's do it; before long it
may be too late.

this innate flaw, but those attempts
continually fail.
Often times I have been ostracized
for my addiction to discourse. In fact,
I have even been dumped by a
boyfriend because of my challenging
nature. I con- tinually endure
lonely meals in
Lowry because
my dinner
debate has
caused my
friends to head
katiefoulds
for the clear
line prematurely. Last week in Kitt, a friend of
mine actually left, middebate,
because of his apathy toward the
topic and his abhorrence for my quarrelsome demeanor. And, while this is
incredibly embarrassing to admit, I
have left a party or two early because
the atmosphere was not congruent
for a coherent political distussiotr.
Then, one day while discussing
with my equally as quarrelsome
brother about the problematic usage
in the past
of the word
Viewpoints section, it dawned on us:
the problem is not us; the problem
lies with those who do not under-stan- d
the concept of healthy dis-

,

"anti-choic- e"

course.

can't help but wonder: Why is it
that intelligent people refrain from
I

debate because they are afraid of
offending people? Why is it that people take a vigorous debate and transcend it into an altercation?
I ponder the topic of healthy discourse because I have found that the
same few people write for this. section of the Voice week after week.
When I ask someone to write, they

Clearly, a debate does not equal the
end of a friendship, a relationship, or
even a conversation. The ability to
question one another exhibits intelligence. More importantly, it displays
respect. When two people listen and
converse, it shows that they truly
value and admire each other's opinions. It is imperative, as students, to

"Whether or. not two people identify with the
ic
same religion, political party,
status, or any other distinguishing feature, we
all have similar and different views."
socio-econom-

reply by saying that they are anxious
about voicing their opinions in a publication for fear of offending someone. But I believe healthy discourse
is the foundation of education and
especially of a liberal arts education.
I am sure that many would agree
.that the best classes at Wooster are
the ones where debate occurs readily
and the professor values each opinion as long as it is
That is because of thfsiinp'ld'fact '
that we all have a lot to" leaVfl from
one another. Whether or not two
people identify with the same reliic
gion, political party,
status, or any other distinguishing
feature, we all have similar and different views.
No two people think exactly alike.
That is the beauty of individualism.
But what is the point of freedom and
individualism if it is not expressed?
well-support-

ed.

socio-econom-

,

enter into stimulating conversations

.

because this world would be a boring
place without these conversations.
The importance of healthy discourse is clear; it enables people to
engage and learn while thinking
critically and independently.
Academic freedom and success relies
on the ability to question what
seems wrong or unjust (and, as we
are all well aware, there are many
injustices today that are just waiting
.tobe debated). Do not take
granted your rights guaranteed
under the First Amendment because,
historically, people have been stymied
for far too long. It is time we all
express our opinions whether it be to
friends, family, professors, or dare I
say, the Voice.

forif'

Katie is the
of the viewpoints
section. She was recently removed from
the Publications Committee.
co-edit-

or

Underground must Mainstream news failed with storm
Voice editor lashes out against 'this thing we call 'media.'
be option for students
We would like to take this opportu-

nity to discuss both the condition and
the necessity of the Underground. It
is certainly not surprising that the
social center and
zone needed substantial maintenance.
Students have naturally noticed the
deteriorating condition of the bathrooms, the bar and the facility in general. In fact, we would even hesitate
to refer to the Underground as a pub.
The term pub summons visions of
old Irish and English watering holes,
while the Underground reminds us of
simply a hole.
Because the Underground is little
more than a basement, it is especially
necessary that it be kept up to standards conducive to both recreation
and safety. We are therefore very glad
that the problems with the
are being addressed in
. Underground
'
a timely manner.
It would also be beneficial to eventually have the underground be
updated into something that is slightly more attractive to the sober eye.
Perhaps the facility should be transformed into more of a pub atmosphere with nicer tables, and better bar
and maybe even a fire exit.
Although the Underground is currently not as sophisticated as a New
York Hilton, or as profitable as a
bump-and-gri-

nd

.

Wal- -

Mart off campus, it is still a
necessity on this campus for a few
reasons. First, if the school wished to
control underage drinking, the best
solution is to have a place where students can drink without driving. The
most dangerous situation would be to
have no such facility on campus and
force students to travel.
Secondly, the Underground helps
regulate underage drinking on campus. Events at the Underground,
especially happy hour, bring a lot of
students who are of age.
The more students who choose to
drink at the Underground, the less
that drink in the dorms and therefore
fewer underage students have an
opportunity to drink.
Next, the Underground provides a
very unique feature on our college
campus. Countless students have marveled at the sheer genius that exists
from the idea of placing a bar on a
college campus. It makes as much
sense as having toilets in a bathroom.
Finally, the Underground is a good
place for social gatherings to enjoy
music, comedy, dancing and often a
place to release some angst from
pressures of academic work. It is
very beneficial to have one place on
campus that serves strictly as a social
environment.
.

,

'

The Voice welcomes letters to the editor,
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to
the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information.
The Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via
College of Wooster, Wooster, OH
or by hard mail to
e-m- ail

C-31-
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It is Wednesday, Sept. 7th, 2005 as
write this, just a little over one week
after the devastation Hurricane
Katrina brought about in the Gulf
Coast regions of Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Alabama.
I must preface this entire editorial
by saying that I am deeply disturbed
about the magnitude of this disaster,
particularly the attention paid (or
rather not paid) to many of those
who ended up as statistics, casualties
of a tragedy
that should
have not been
this widespread.
This will not
be an editorial
about the
Commander in
Chief's lack of
lizmiller
response or callousness toward
the citizens of New Orleans and
other areas focused on by both facets
of this thing we call "media" but
rather a criticism of 'media' itself.
As journalists we are taught to .
prioritize "hard news" (time-sens- if
tive stories requiring immediate
attention to avoid running the risk
of redundancy). As you may notice,
the Voice's own coverage of
Hurricane Katrina is slightly
delayed; this is because we weren't
ready to sloppily piece together an
incorrect narrative of how the
College community was responding
because, frankly, it was too early to
determine.
Journalists across the nation, however, have greater resources than we
I

others like it were evacuated.
They were able to follow the damage and the devastation from ground
zero and pick apart even the minutest
components of the aftermath of
Katrina, which has been the majority
of the media's focus as of late.
Yes, people are continuing to die
and be horribly wronged by our gov- -

"Yes, people are con-

tinuing to die and be
horribly wronged by
our government as a
result of this tragedy;
is this, however, wor-

thy of
press

twenty-four-ho- ur

the

on

issue?"

National Public Radio's coverage
aside, I had to turn to foreign media
for the "real" scoop on what was happening in U.S. and worldwide affairs
aside from Hurricane Katrina. (In
particular, BBC News and Aljazeera
have been great sources.)
Tonight, rather than covering
Renhquist's funeral or the ramifications of his death (putting on the
bench a justice that may even be more
corrupt than the former Chief
Justice), MSNBC is continuing with
its Katrina coverage featuring
"Stories of Survival" (no doubt, white
middle-clas- s
stories of survival- - the
kind this nation is most receptive to);
Fox News makes little mention of
Tropical Storm Ophelia; Oprah and
Chris Rock talk to survivors in
Houston, Texas on Channel 5; CNN's
"Situation Room" is comparing
Katrina to September 1 1th; and finally, CNN Headline News is splicing in
Katrina-relate- d
footage among inforrecalls.
mation about
Don't even get me started about
print media, such as the New York
Post, who called the hurricane "our
tsunami.Must as with 9 1 and the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the
media is latching onto stories of
tragedy and heroism, constructing a
flawed narrative of what they want
us to believe is really happening in
our nation rather than telling us
about the other (I would argue equally damaging) things happening.
Roberts' upgrade is only the tip of
the iceberg and his confirmation
hearings, by the way, begin on Sept.
12th, but I am sure that will be overshadowed by coverage of the
anniversary of one of our nation's
other "great disasters"
Lb runs the cirrus that is the Voice She .
F-1- 50

do (as we are a small weekly newspaper with an editorial staflf not
exceeding ten) and were able to
report on this tragedy from the

ernment as a result of this tragedy; is
this, however, worthy of twenty-four-hopress on the issue?
At this point, corporate and independent media alike have focused all
of their attentions on what is, without a doubt, one of the United States'
greatest natural disasters to date
(most likely the greatest since the
1900 Galveston Hurricane). This is
not, however, the only newsworthy
story unfolding in the United States.
This past weekend Supreme Court
Chief Justice William Rehnquist
passed away and, even before paying
much attention to the Katrina victims, President Bush upgraded his
nomination of John Roberts to fill
the vacancy. Of course neither events
were given much attention by the

moment the city of New Orleans and

media.

ur

.

1

can be reached at millereyvooster.edu
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Reason should prevail in classroom New college program
i

has mixed potential

By now, most people are familiar
with the renewed debate between the
forces of Evolution and Creationism.
What is not so well known is 'the surprising amount of success the forces
of intelligent design have seen within
the last year. Currently, over a dozen
states now sport

Although the new First Watch program Is still in its experimental stages,
there are clearly potential benefits from
the initiative, but also possible disadvantages and also unanswered questions. The recently formed faculty
committee is designed to detect 'at
risk' students
and provide
assistance to

.

anti-evoluti-

on

The schools
within these
states promote
either a watered
down, more
religious friendly version of
evolution, or in
nickweiss
some cases
ignore it completely. Added to the recent remarks
of President George W. Bush and
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist
endorsing the teaching of intelligent
design alongside the theory of evolution, the once hushed religious right
is beginning to gain momentum in
their crusade against Darwin.
This is a scary situation. Granted, :
the majority of Americans accept
Darwin's theories, but that majority is
.
diminishing daily.
Even Ohio as recently as
September 2000 attempted to pass its
bill which would
own
have required that "evidence against
evolution" be taught whenever evolution is taught. These backwards proposals, all to familiar in the south and
midwest, continue to gain support.
If I could send a message to the
proponents of creationist science it
would be this, speaking slowly and
clearly: Creationist Science is not science, it is a faith-basconcept, and
Intelligent Design has no place in a
science class. This kind of discussion
anti-evoluti-

on

ed

f

First the
good news, it is
possible that

If

F
Illustration by Julia Hendrickson
was once a laughable matter. That
scientific fact could be disputed
because "the good book says so" is a

ridiculous notion.
The continued insistence by these
confused people to force their religion
upon America's students is riow
becoming a threat to their education.
A friend of mine at NC State sent
me a quote recently of one of her
classmates discussing this very subject, and I quote: "God created the
earth in seven days, and Adam and
Eve were made fully formed, and the
devil just invented evolution to con-

Perhaps worse than the action of
the Bible Thumpers, is the inaction
of rational minds. Steps must be
taken to make sure that this important scientific explanation of our
Own origins remains, and that the
confused rhetoric of a growing religious right does not force us to
another Scopes trial.
An outsider looking in would be
forced to ridicule us for disagreeing
on so clear an issue, and if nothing is
done to cement the teaching of evolution, then we not only invite this
ridicule, but earn it.
re-en-act

fuse people."

This kind of thinking is dangerous,
ignorant, and unfortunately, growing
in popularity.

this program
will help stu- .dents that are truly having problems
and would usually not take the initiative to seek help immediately. As we
all know, one problem in college can
quickly snowball and become many.
Although this is not inherently
intended to be a student retention initiative, it could help prevent situations
that ultimately lead to a student withdrawing from college. Another positive aspect of the committee is that it
consists of several of the 'heavy hitters' of the College of Wooster. Kurt
Holmes, Iain Crawford, Shila Garg
and Danielle Shantz are in positions
where they can make things happen
and get a student into a better situation if need be.
On the other hand, this program is
essentially another way to monitor
students and will put faculty in a very
difficult position. They will have to
determine for themselves what 'at
risk' really means. Simply because a
student does not do well in class does
not mean that they are at risk.
Perhaps they do not like the class, or
chrisbeck

77i'i is Nick's first opportunity to write
He can be reached at
as a first-yea- r.
nweisswooster.edu.

s
school,

fl m

i

iini'

i

lanes oi previ
ous years and'

create something better,
especially in our

student organizations.

adamkoenigsberg

It seems

again, however,

that the Student
Government
Association just can't get it together,
and this year the goodwill of the

wondering whether they were
involved in a scam facilitated and
encouraged by the college.
' "
These Merchants have already lost
a shot at attracting students during
one of the highest volume sales periods of the academic year.
A National Retail Federation study
showed the average freshman spent
over $ 1 200 to start college in 2004.
The fee to the merchants is the same
despite having now missed out on this
mqneyl.and the business community's
frustration and anger at this waste of
money will soon start to grow.

"The College of Wooster is going to have quite
a few businesses wondering whether they were
involved in a scam facilitated and encouraged
by the college."

'The

Lima News."

connection to home,
There,
occasional
column
an
from one of the
best teachers I
ever had, Mr.
JohH Grindrod,
and a reminder
of what I left
al
back in
'

west-centr-

Ohio.

In my days
corysmith
back at
'
Memorial High
School in St. Marys, Ohio, I was the
outspoken liberal student.
When I was a junior in high
school, and Al Gore lost the presidential race thanks to the Electoral
College, I was nearly the only student
in the entire school who was upset.
Among a sea of
I was (seemingly) the only liberal to'
super-conservativ-

es,

be found.

when I came to Wooster's campus three years ago, you can imagine
that I was excited to be among people
that thought like me, rather than people who thought like the masses of
people with whom I shared the bulk
of my youth. I thought, "It will be
So,

greater Wooster community is at stake.
Last year the SGA, led by
Eli Lewine '05, approached
a national discount organization
about establishing a student discount
card for Wooster. Merchants pay a fee
to this organization (Lewine estimated 100 dollars) which in turn sends
the SGA cards giving students discounts at these merchants. The SGA
then gives them away to students.
In theory, the merchants get cheap
advertising and the students save
money at stores in the Wooster community. Area merchants were excited
by this prospect: according to 2004-200- 5
SGA member Jack Boyd '06, an
local merchants
astounding fifty-tw- o
signed on to participate in the discount program.
According to Lewine, last spring he
set up the program so that the only
responsibilities for the SGA this year
were to contact the discount card
company over the summer to get the
cards and then to distribute them to
students as they arrived. Neither step
has happened.
This needs to be a matter of critical
urgency for the SGA. Put simply, the
fact that the SGA was so successful in
signing up merchants to participate
means that the College of Wooster is
going to have quite a few businesses
then-Presid-

ent

SGA members say that the reason
for this delay was that SGA President
Mike Prohaska '06 deleted the email
sent to him in May by Lewine with
contact information for the company
information readily available on the
company's website. Boyd, who has
been facilitating the movement of
information from Lewine to
Prohaska, told me that he is "disappointed that the project slipped
through the cracks" over the summer.
The town is at odds with the
College already. The College has plans
to do major construction work on
Beall Avenue in the near future, which
is certain to be a traffic nightmare.
The student population is expand- ing and the school is buying more
land every year. The periphery of the
college is beginning to look like a
giant parking lot the residents.
Right now, the College of Wooster
can not afford to have its relations
with the town "slip through the
cracks". The SGA needs to put out
the student discount card immediately, for the school's sake.

-

Adam has served as both the treasurer

and as a senator for the Student
Government Association. He can be
reached for comment at

Interested in writing? Have an opinion?
The Voice Viewpoints section is looking for good
columnists who have an interest in politics, culture
or campus events.
Email us

Voiceyiewpointswooster.edu

open-mind-

However, throughout my time here,
I've heard just as much
closed-minded-n-

ess

as I had to listen to in high
school. Perhaps it's because people just"
feel passionately about their political
side, which usually happens to fall on
the liberal side of things here rather

than the conservative one. However,
this is not a good way to approach
political

well-prepar- ed

h"

or ideological

more
just on the
other side of things. Truth be told, I
should probably be categorized as a
moderate, not the liberal I thought I
was when I was growing up. It's hard
to come from where I grew up with- out an inkling of conservatism.
However, I'd also like' to think FW?
not someone 'Who blames everything
on George Bush, or someone who
blames everything on the liberal
media, or the liberal congress people,
or the'liberal anything.
As the youth of our nation who
have the opportunity to receive top
notch educations, it is our responsibilss
ity to stay as far from
as humanly possible, no matter
how hard it may be to see the logical
side of those that oppose us.
So the next time you and your
friends are sitting around bashing
those that think differently from you,
take a moment to realize that right
now, you exist in a place that promotes
inquiry of both sides. Maybe neither side is right, but it is our responsibility to take the time to choose logi- cally rather than follow blindly.
Cory Smith is the managing editor of
the Voice and a regular columnist. He
can be reached for comment at
csmith2wooster.edu.
closed-mindedne- ss,

ed

crowd, one that understands compassion and can see both sides."

I find a

.

just right and left

great to be with an

Nearly every day, I get out of bed
and navigate to the website for the
newspaper I read throughout high

.'I'

those individuals (see page l).

IMTELtiqEUT

Discount cards should be Knowledge is
first on SGA agenda
Each fall, the beginning of a new
academic year brings us a chance to

0.

the subject matter, or perhaps the .
professor is simply not a good
teacher. A student might also resent a
faculty committee getting involved in
their personal lives. In addition, it is
usually the administration that gets
involved in a student's life if problems arise. It is very likely that placing professors, in this position will
alter the faculty's position and possibly change their relationship with
some students for the worse.
It is also problematic that this new
committee will likely overlap with
already existing programs and roles
at the college. When a student has
problems in class, the academic advisor already plays a large role in monitoring a student's academic performance. The wellness center is already
to deal with student
health issues, be they physical or
mental. It would be useful to know
why Beau Dooley, the college's prevention specialist' or the three counselors on campus Jan Hamill, Mike
Malon-Ber- g
and Ray tucker are not
named to this committee. They would
probably have more experience dealing with common student problems
than anyone at Wooster. It is fair to
say that the intentions behind this
program are honorable. If it does
work as intended it could benefit the
students who need the most help.
The logistical concerns and potential
issues that may arise, however, make
the future of this program uncertain.
So it would be accurate to say that
initiative is as of
the "first-watcright now still 'at risk'.
Chris Beck was recently removed from
the Publications Committee. He can
be reached at cbeckwooster.edu.

debate.

For every person I grew up with
that said having guns is a right of an
American citizen, there is a person
here at Wooster (and probably at
other colleges like ours) that will say
it's pointless for Americans to own
guns. For every person I grew up
with that thinks that abortion is murder, there's a person here that thinks
the lack of abortion rights is an
abuse of women's rights.
For every person I grew up with
that thinks George Bush is a great
president, there are people here who
think he's the worst president ever.
.And who's right, you ask?
No one. Neither of these sides is
logical, so neither can be right. I came
to this college expecting open dia
logue, but instead, I've just run into

closed-mindedne-

-

Son 's death doesn't justify meeting
By now I'm sure that everyone
knows who Cindy Sheehan is and
what she has been up to. She has
experienced what every parent fears
but what so many have been through.
Her son Casey
was killed in
Iraq at age 24. 1
sympathize
with her in that
regard. Her
sadness and
loss are unfathomable, howevbrianfrederico
er I feel that
some of her
positions are not quite solid.
About two months after his death
President Bush met with her and
other families who had lost loved
ones. President Bush has often visited
those families and with wounded soldiers to show his support and to
honor their service and sacrifice.
To date President Bush has visited
with nearly 900 relatives of 272 soldiers who have died in Iraq of
Afghanistan. Now Cindy Sheehan
wants another meeting.
She has claimed she deserves
another meeting because there has
been new information revealed about
faulty pre-w- ar
intelligence.
Mrs Sheehan has every right to
protest the war and has every right to
feel the way she does, however, I don't
think she has the right to demand a

"If we ran from Iraq
now...all the
Americans, Iraqis, and
others who died there
would have died for

nothing."
meeting with the President. While
President Bush may have been on vacation during August, he certainly wasn't
partying and playing video games.
He has an important and busy
schedule even while at his ranch and I
don't believe Mrs. Sheehan has the
right to barge in and demand another
meeting. If she had been prepared
and been more firm in her beliefs she
would have asked those questions at
their first meeting.
"Why did you kill my son? What
did my son die for?" she wants to ask
the President. I think she needs to
understand that President Bush did
not actually kill Casey.
She has also claimed that a lack of
armor was responsible for Casey's
death. Terrorists have developed a tactic in which they launch or detonate
explosives near a military vehicle.
The vehicle will stop and soldiers
will exit the vehicle to tend to the
wounded and at this point terrorists
will launch a small arms attack to

hurt or

kill those soldiers. Casey was
shot in the head after his Humvee
was attacked. Body armor does not
protect against such shots.
I also believe that Cindy Sheehan is
having trouble respecting her son for
the responsible adult that he was. She
claims Casey was tricked by an army
recruiter but joining the military was
Casey's idea and he
at the
end of his first stint.
In fact Casey volunteered to join in '
the rescue mission in which he was
killed to save some wounded soldiers.
Clearly her son was a very brave and
courageous man.'I want him to honor
my son by bringing the troops home
immediately," she said. President
Bush has responded by saying, "...it
would be a mistake for the security of
this country and the ability to lay the
foundations for peace in the long run
if we were to do so."
If we ran from Iraq now we would
have let the terrorists win. All the
Americans, Iraqis, and others who died
there would have died for nothing. We
would have failed in our goal to bring
freedom to an oppressed people.
By defeating the insurgency we
will honor those who fell and ensure
that stability will be brought to a
people who deserve to finally live in
re-enlis- ted

freedom.

Brian is a first year making his debut
as a Voice columnist. He can be
reached at bfrederico09wooster.tdu
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Creative journaling inspires COW students This week
Web site, the most
gram at the College

Cara Lawry
Voice Staff Writer

well-kno-

campus

Journaling is a valuable form of
reflection that can benefit any
Wooster student. The Lilly House on
campus offers tea and journaling for
anyone interested every Friday afternoon, drinks and journals provided.
The Lilly House, located on Beall
Avenue next to Kate House, offers a
variety of opportunities to students
who are interested in vocational "discussion or reflection," or are in need of
a personal retreat from campus.
Created in 1999 by Programs for
the Theological Exploration, the program is currently run by Dr. Dianna
Kardulias, director, and Ms. Susan
Hawkins-Wildin- g,
assistant director.
It is believed by the Lilly
Endowment Inc. that "if such persons
are carefully identified, educated
broadly and well, and nurtured in
strong faith commitments, they will be
to enable churches and
other institutions to contribute to the
strengthening of American religious
life and the common good of society."
Retreats and speakers are just two
of the ways in which the Lilly Project
can enable students to further their
own vocational journey, analyzing and
learning along the way wjio they were
created to be.
Emphasizing the Christian concept
of vocation which they believe is
essential for a "flourishing and
humane society," as it states in their
.

well-equipp-

ed

pro-

wn

of Wooster's

the hour for journaling.
Offered on Friday afternoons at 3:30
p.m., tea is served and journals are
provided.
Sarah Stimson '08 said that Dr.
is

nient of Religious Studies, the Lilly
House offers programs enticing to all
students. Whether it be the hour a
day where the women who run Lilly
House offer tea and time for journaling, the library of vocational literature incorporating issues such as reli- -

house's resources.
An
study program is
offered through the Lilly Endowment
both nationally in cities such as
Pittsburgh, Louisville and Cincinnati,
and internationally in places such as
Africa, India, Thailand and South

on Maury:
bird adultery

Korea.

and more

off-camp-

.

us

There is also potential for
retreats for select students and
staff in which people would gather to
.7
discuss work, ethics and vocation.
The Lilly Project is not in any way
limited to. Wooster's campus. Many
other campuses across the country or
even as close as Denison University
sponsor the Lilly Project with similar
intentions.
Within Denison University's mission statement it is stated, "We envision our students' lives as based upon
rational choice, a firm belief in human
dignity and compassion unlimited by
cultural, racial, sexual, religious or
economic barriers, and directed
toward an engagement with the cenLocated next to Kate House on Beall Avenue, the Lilly House tral issues of our time."
welcomes students for reflection and introspection (Photo by
Any student should strive to be
compassionate and unlimited by
Caroline Hotra).
boundaries. At the Lilly Project,
is welcome.
aid
stucould
everyone
any
Kardulias was "so welcoming and gion or ethics which
said, "People go there for
Stimson
need
dent in
of direction, or even just
friendly," which in turn persuaded her
and
comfort, or for the wonsolitude,
a room to sit back and reflect, the Lilly
to return for the journaling program.
derful
programs they offer. If you're
House can help.
Stimson added that the program
kind of stuff, then it is the perthat
into
In addition to the basic reasons any"was the perfect time
Friday afterfect
place."
noons and the perfect way. to wrap one might want to visit the Lilly
With that in mind, the College of
House, those who are considering
up a busy week and transition into the
work or a vocation involved with any Wooster provides a place of refuge cenweekend."
Directly involved with the depart- - religious affiliation should also use the trally located to all of those on campus.
off-camp-

W
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Wooster's investment club celebrates 50th year
strategy and policy The club is
trusted with endowment and profit
in order tp manage a stock and bond

Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor
The Jenny Investment Club (JIC)
is celebrating its 50th year of success at Wooster this fall as one of
the oldest and most prominent college investment clubs in the nation.
by .Hans., H.
Founded, , in,,1(I95
Jenny and ; mejnberjSjjpf , Wooster's
Economics Dpartment,. die club's
mission was to expand student
understanding of economics and its
influence in the modern world and
to generate scholarship money for
students.
The club was originally known as
the Wooster Student Aid Fund and
existed as one of the first college
organizations of its kind. Beginning
with a fund of $800, collected from
"Chapel Fines" paid by Wooster students who failed to attend required
church services, the club has grown
exponentially since its institution. It
now generates funding from a generous endowment by the College
and smart investing, and currently
values nearly $930,000.
JIC meets weekly and is governed
by an official constitution and established bylaws to guide investments,
;

Dr. John Sell, economics professor
at the College, is the adviser to the
club and takes on a role as an ex officio member of JIC who retains the
right to vote on all investment
endeavors. Sell serves as the official
representative of the College at the
meetings, and his involvement
includes guidance to the trustees on
important or controversial issues the

portfolio.
"The major goal of the Jenny
Investment club is to increase the.
value of the portfolio by investing ;
in quality companies that will grow
over "time," said Andrew Storey '08,
vice president of the. club.
..
r
j
'The club' leadership structure is
..''i,Undef,the.idirection of Sell, and
organized to promote, fair,. well. considered decisions among the with the careful calculations of the
trustees and members. This year, JIC trustees, the members assess
the club is led by President Kate challenges, evaluate vrisks and allocate funding to investments they
Dilley '06 and students with diverse
deem suitable. "Each year, a chalacademic backgrounds and investment motives filling subsequent lenge that faces the club is three
roles as secretary, comptroller, months of inactivity during the summer," explained Storey. "Because the
trustee and member roles.
"My job as vice president entails market doesn't stay closed when the
preparing the portfolio for each school does, it is vital that the club
meeting and placing stock orders take measures to secure our holdings
with our broker, Michael Kocsis and still make money."
By placing stop losses on most
from AG Edwards," said Storey, who
became involved with the club as 'a companies and investing cash in
first-ye- ar
because of his personal, treasuries and other secure holdings,
in
the stock market and a the club' manages the difficulty and
interest
desire to learn more about investmaintains its respectable portfolio.
I
Another major challenge the club
on
"At
each meeting,
report
ing.
the
encountered in recent years is
has
done
has
over
how the portfolio
past week and report on any major the longstanding global impact on
the economy after 911. The club
news affecting our holdings."
'

club-faces.,.,,-

-

,'

.

to perform

Catch-2- 2

Ska-punke- rs

'

strives to safeguard its assets against
any "one event or commodity from
harming its portfolio
seriously
through diversification and adher
ence to a set of guidelines laid out in
the constitution.
"We only hold 2 stocks from the
era, Walgreens(WAG),
pre-9- ll
which we are up nearly 7 percent on,
and Apache Corp. (APAJ, which we
percent
have made more than
on". said Storey.
The club is constantly growing
and evaluating smart investment
strategies and a broad range of
sources and information are available
on their Wooster Web site.
Inherent goals within the club are
continuously pursued such as performance success in the annual OAK
Associates investment competition
and deeper investigation and evaluation of hpw the market operates and
affects individual portfolios, the
Wooster community and the world.
JIC meets every Wednesday
evening at 6 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge of Lowry Center. All members of the college community are
eligible and welcome to join the
members and trustees for dinner and
to learn about financial markets and
investing.
,

,,,,

their school's curriculum. Their

;

I)

W

;
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The members of Catch-2- 2 will take the stage at Wooster's
annual Party on the Green this weekend. The punkska
band will electrify the crowd with music from their new
album "Dinosaur Sounds' (Photo courtesy of Victory
Records).

-

-

sen-

ior thesis became a demo tape, and
the rest is history.
With an alternativepunkrock
On Friday, Sept. 16, the College of style, Stroke 9 has been putting out
Wooster's main quad in front of 'music consistently over the past few
Douglass HaH will host one of the years, first gaining recognition with
most exciting events of the year
the single "Little Black Backpack."
the annual Party on the Green, sponTheir third album, "Nasty Little
sored by the Wooster Activities
Thoughts," went gold in 2000, and
Crew (WAC). For no cost, you can Stroke 9 recently released an album
come and rock out to Catch 22 and entitled "All In."
As earlier stated, Wooster students
Stroke 9, two of mainstream music's
continually rising stars.
get into the show for free with their
COW card. If you are over 21, the
As WAC member Brad Ingraham
'07 explained, Catch-2- 2 and Stroke 9 Underground crew is offering all of
were chosen because "they are great your favorite . beers and malted
bands that just don't stop having a drinks.
good time on stage."
If you are not 21, or do not feel
The doors open at 7 p.m., and the like paying for drinks, WAC will prowill take the stage
vide complimentary soft drinks and
opener, Catch-2- 2,
C.A.R.D.E.D. will be providing
at 7:30 p.m.
mocktails.
Formed in the fall of 1996, Catch
New
band
of
out
However, the event is not restricta
is
22
skapunk
the
with
have
toured
ed
to merely College of Wooster stuJersey. They
dents. All students are permitted to
likes of the Suicide ' Machines,
invite guests for the cover charge of
Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Reel Big
Fish and Pennywise.
$5 per person.
For additional information about
Their latest album, entitled
Catch-2and Stroke 9, check out
2
"Dinosaur Sounds," incorporates
familiar
their Web sites at www.catch22.com
jazz, R&B, soul and funk into
and www.stroke9.com.
skapunk sound.
Stroke 9 was formed in 1990 by
Additional reporting by Justine
five high school students taking a
Rock Band class that was offered in
McCullough.
.

i

Chances are that if you were bored
enough this summer, you probably
caught an hour or two of daytime
TV: you observed Bob Barker giving
away dining room sets on The Price
is Right, Judge Judy doling out
justice in the courtroom, and,
of course, Maury Povich delivering
shocking paternity test results.
Marliese Zimmerman '06 got her
own share of paternity testing this
summer, but unlike most of us, it
didn't involve Maury. The senior
spent her summer doing research on
extra-pa- ir
Pied
in
paternity
in
describes
what
she
Flycatchers, or
"bird
adultery."
as
layman's terms
Zimmerman is just one of several
Wooster students who spent the
summer participating in research
programs.
Fellow science major Katelin
Bugler '06 spent much of her time
between May and August collecting
data in the plant pathology lab at the
&
Ohio Agricultural Research
Development Center (OARDC). Like
Zimmerman, she took on the project
to get a sense of what real scientific
research is like.
"The best part of the experience
was getting a hands-o- n experience. .
.1 learned- - so many techniques and
feel rnuch more confident about my
lab skills," said Bugler.
"
Zimmerman had similar success,-"- I
definitely feel more prepared for
I.S. since I was able to work the kinks
out of my lab technique," she said.
done by
Not all summer-resear- ch
Wooster students mas science or

Bring a "Little Black
Backpack" to the Party
Kate Carden
Voice Staff Writer

0

Gillian Helwig .
Voice Staff Writer

--

cool-head-

ed

"

.

biology-relate-

d.

Julie Meredith '07 worked with
Progressive Insurance, an opportunity she heard about through Applied
Mathematical Research Experience
(AMRE) in the Math Department.
"Our goal was to come up with a
mathematical model that would predict if a certain type of customer
would buy their insurance," she said.
"The best thing about doing it was
brainstorming an idea and then testing it, and when it works or produces
something valuable, you feel pretty
smart."
Rick Drushal '07 also found a
research project through AMRE.
"I was looking for a summer job
and this fit my needs very well," he
explained.
"The best thing was getting some
experience working with real software and learning how to work with
a group of people to accomplish a
task," he said. "Living with other
members of the AMRE program was
also fun."
This year, for the first time, the
college community will have. the
chance to see the research done by
students over the summer. The First
Annual Summer Undergraduate
Research Showcase will be held on
Saturday, Oct. 8 from 8:30 to 10:30
a.m. in Lowry.
The deadline to be included in the
showcase which coincides with family weekend, is today.
One available resource for students
interested in completing research
projects is the College of Wooster's
Web site.
The undergraduate research page
includes a list of suggestions such as
the OARDC and AMRE programs
done by the students mentioned
above, and other programs like the
Environmental Analysis and Action
Programs.
According to Meredith, other stu
dents should take advantage of the
opportunities.
"I would definitely recommend
this," she explained, "because you
learn a lot of working with, people,
working through ideas and having a
valuable output."
Drushal agreed.
"It was a good experience and it
looks great on a resume. If you can
find a project or field that is interesting, I would say go for it."
For more information check out
www.wooster.edu

research.

.
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advice from Woo fashionistas

Ahhh, autumn. It's a time for falling leaves, freshly sharpened pencils, new bottles of glue. And of ''course, the unmistakable swish of plastic sliding through plastic, as across America, we whip out our credit cards and buy
clothes in which to greet the changing season. But sartorial decision-makin- g
is not all fun and games
it can be a source of considerable distress. Is this cool? we wonder. Does this fabric breathe? Are these shoes trampy?
Does this skirt make my thighs look huge? For those of us without the time or inclination to whip through all 800 pages of the September "Vogue," or whose tastes are too idiosyncratic to be informed by the young stars on
the WB, the Voice offers a whirlwind tour through Wooster fall fashion. Just what are the kids wearing at U'ooster this fall? Read on to find out (Photos by Karin Johnson).

2:
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1
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Alana Cuellar '09
According to Cuellar, her sense of
style is "kind of random." Her fashion
influences include her friend, 1 leather
Price '09. Asked where she liked to
shop, Cuellar said, "Either thrift stores
or Urban Outfitters, when they have
sales." For Cuellar, the essential
Wooster fall fashion item is the black
and yellow umbrella.

Stewart Campbell '07
Campbell is modest in describing
his personal sense of style. "I know
how to put my colors together," he
said. His fashion influences, if they
exist, are "unconscious."
Campbell
enjoys shopping at Taxi Taxi, a store
in his hometown
Huston, TX.
According to Campbell, a "light zip-u- p
for fall.
jacket" is a must-hav- e

Elizabeth Rice '06

Ok

Thomas Bennett '07

t

Mark Bergen '07 and Lucy Mallet '08
According to Mallet, when it comes
to this couple's sense of style, "half of
it is really bad." "1 mismatch a lot
apparently," said Bergen. Still, the
couple has shopped together in
Nashville and at the Wooster
Goodwill. For fall, Mallet suggested
the Wooster student acquire a.v"good
pair of jeans."" Said Bergen: "Plaid."

Bennett described his personal style
as "casual, clean and
look,
Despite his currently clean-c-ut
Bennett noted that the punk rock
movement inspired him "at an early
age." Bennett likes to shop in Paris. He
thinks an essential fashion item for the
nattily-dressWooster student is a
pair of new shoes

Rice likes to keep up with the latest
trends, but be "classy" at the same
time. "Nothing too crazy," she said.
"

rT If

t

1

well-coiffe-

Nicole Kidman and Sarah Jessica
Parker serve as fashion icons for Rice.
She likes to shop at Arden B,
Nordstroni, and "just anywhere." The
essential fall fashion item for this
Wooster coed? "A good bag."
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Hidden Faculty Talent: Mark Snider Fall lineup promising
'
.

.

Mark Snidery las most students and
faculty know him, is an assistant pro-- .,
fessor of chemistry here at the
College of Wooster. What most do
not know about him is that he also can .
play the violin.
"I started in fifth grade," said Snider.
"I remember coming home one day
after school and saying, 'I just saw the
coolest'thing.'"
As the violin was one of his early
interests, Snider's family was right
behind him with support.
"My grandmother bought me niy
first violin. She also drove me back
and forth from my private lessons.
Needless to say, she was disappointed
when I got to college and majored in
:

Snider spent too
much time in science labs to keep up
with music. The
!
violin fell by the
wayside while he
focused on a newly

ill
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With the season

1

of TV premieres

mieres.

Here are their picks.

Liz's Picks:
New Series:
"Reunion."

Late Night Activities sponsors this
evening of music and games, featuring
the band Hooked on Tonics. Students
will have access to free bowling and
billiards, as well as other activities
by C.A.R.D.E.D., the
sponsored
Gallows, WVN, WOODS and other
campus organizations. The night's festivities will take place in Scot Lanes
and the Lowry Patio.

comedy and improv games. The performance will take place in Gault
Recital Hall in Scheide Music Center.
Proceeds will benefit victims of
Hurricane Katrina.
.

.

Derek Hess Art Exhibit
99-92-

5

Fifty new works by the internationally acclaimed Poster Pop artist, Derek
Hess, will be on display at the 1300
Gallery, 1300 V78th, Cleveland. For
more information go to www.l.'ihun-dred.co-

m.

.

Stomp

i

j

www.play-housesquare.co-

.
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Mohican Bluegrass Festival
7

!

;

This annual event features blue-grabands from across the country.
The campground in Glenmont, Ohio
will play host to the Dovvden Sisters,
Northwest Territory and Tennessee
Gentlemen, among others. For more
information go to

ss

Wayne County Fair

99

910-91- 5

8 p.m.

Wooster's student comedy troupe
will take the stage this Friday night
with their unique blend of sketch

All the usual county fair festivities,
plus a concert by the 80s pop singer
Eddie Money on Sunday at the main

Grandstand at

8 p.m.

;

i
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Don't Throw Shoes

self-proclai-

med

.

"The Ghost Whisperer" premieres Sept.

"Arrested
Development."
This 23. It airs on CBS Fridays at 8p.m.
show's devoted fans already know
what the rest of the world really
Returning Series:
ought to figure out: "Arrested
"C.S.I."
Grissom,
Catherine,
Development" is, hands down, the fun- - Warwick, Nick, Sarah and Greg will
niest thing on television. The Emmy- -i be back on Las Vegas' crime scene in
award winning comedy follows the .a new season of CBS's most popular
lives of the quirky and wildly dysfunc
primetime drama. C.S.I, may be nothtional Bluth family, whose real estate
ing new but if last spring's season
business falls into the hands of finale, directed by Quentin Tarantino,
responsible brother Michael Bluth
is any indication of the season to
when the family patriarch, George
come, C.S.I is still at the top of it's
Bluth, is sent to prison for fudging the
game.
numbers. A lot has happened since the
first season, and it would be impossi- -'
"C.S.I. " premieres Sept. 22. It airs on
hie for me to capture the show's
CBS Thursdays at 9 p.m.
absolute brilliance in a brief synopsis.
My advice? If you haven't seen it yet,
Talk Show:
rent the first season on DVD, find a
"The Showbiz Show." If you are
friend with TiVo- - and catch up on the
sick of hearing the minute details of
second season, and be on track for the
celebrities' lives as if they are actually
third season premiere.
important, you may enjoy this new
Comedy Central series, hosted by
The third season of
"Arrested
David Spade. Inspired by Spade's
Development" premieres on Sept. 19. It "Saturday
Night Live" sketch,
airs on Fox Mondays at 8 p.m.
"Hollywood Minute," "The Showbiz
Show" takes a satirical look at
Reality Series:
Hollywood and is being described as
"Breaking Bonaduce." Just when 1 the "Daily Show" of the entertainthink I'm ready to give up on reality
.
ment industry.
television all together, "Breaking
Bonaduce". makes me want to give it
"The Showbiz Show" premieres Sept.
one more chance. The show tracks the
15., at 10:30 p.m. on Comedy Central.
turbulent journey of former child star
Check listings for further information.
.

!

!

915-91-

New Series:
,
"The Ghost Whisperer." This new
CBS supernatural drama is loosely
based on the life of Clevelander Mary
Ann Winkowski, a
"Paranormal Investigator." Jennifer
Love Hewitt plays Melinda Gordon,
who has the ability to communicate
with earth-boun- d
spirits. Gordon
grapples with the great potential of
her power while still tying to lead a
normal life. She uses her gift to help
survivors contact their loved ones and
to help the deceased find their way
over to the other side.

Returning Series:

!

'

theatrical event that incorporates
everyday objects into a rhythmic
extravaganza, Stomp will be making a
stop in Cleveland next week. The
touring company will appear at tin
Allen Theater in Playhouse Square.
m
For more information go to

Vanessa's Picks:

i

i

A

11.

"Reunion " premiered Sept. 8. It airs on
Fox Thursdays at 8 p.m.

;

!

913-91- 8

"Breaking Bonaduce" premieres Sept.
It airs on Mil Sundays at 10:30p.m,

series from Fox,
"Reunion" follows the lives of six
friends from their high school graduation in 19HG to their twentieth high
school reunion. The twist? Each
episode covers one year, moving forward to 2005, when one of the characters will be murdered. This clever concept has me intrigued. The series premiered last night, Sept. 8, after the
Voice went to press. Perhaps it was a
colossal disaster, and I feel foolish for'
having Written about it. But perhaps
all of us are absolutely riveted, counting the minutes until next Thursday. I
hope it's the latter.
A new

.

p.m.

to

at

.

8-- 11

upon

what

watch ? Tour trusty Arts Editors help you
navigate the jungle of fall television pre-

-
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Family"

us, how is a person to decide

Wooster that can
balance
their
majors while at the
same time pursuing
the "arts, music and
theater," he said.
But there is still
a longing for the
arts' within this
chemistry," said Snider.
man of science.
After changing school systems durWhen he first
ing high school, Snider joined a arrived in Wooster,
Granville community orchestra assoSnider joined a
Professor Mark Snider's professional interciated with Denison University due to local
church
the fact that his new high school did orchestra, making ests include structural and mechanistic
not have an orchestra of its own.
the
rounds
of enzymology, but he still occasionally findsHe was the only member of the retirement homes time to play violin (Photo by Jessica Marsh).
orchestra
still in high school. at the holidays to
However, he was held to the same
play Christmas carols. Since then, lie
schedule does not leave much room
standards as the others.
has had to scale back his involvement
for practicing and performng at the
"One time a professional Violinist
with music.
moment.
yelled at me for not marking the bow"I have kids and once you have kids
"I mostly think of it as a hobby
ings on my sheet music. I didn't know, now," he said.
any time away is hard," he said.
we were supposed to. He apologized
And, always a chemist at heart,
"Sometimes I go. to the Wooster
after realizing I wasn't in college,"
Orchestra and wish I had the time to Snider added, "there's something
Snider said.
perform in the second row of the vio-.l- in about my love of enzymes that surBut then came college, and the viosection."
passes my love of music at the
lin was pushed to the back burner.
Snider's
moment."
hectic
Unfortunately,

Rockin' and Bowlin'

Danny

Arts Editors

Vii'".L--i

i

discovered passion:
chemistry.
"I'm
really
impressed by the

students

;,

Bonaduce (of "Partridge
wife
fame) and his fed-u- p
Gretchen as tjiey enter couples thera--p- y
to save; their failing marriage.''
Perhaps it's just schadenfreude. ,0r
maybe there's something genuinely
compelling about the emotional chaos,
the vulnerability of people so 'completely crazy. Whatever it is, something is drawing me to this show. I'm
cautiously optimistic.

Elizabeth Weiss
Vanessa Lange

--

Andy Boylan
Staff Writer

;
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Chris Sweeney

michelle erickson

Men's soccer look to feast on Otterbein after
successful weekend at Oberlin tournament
Shabad Thadani

two sessions of
te
overtimes. After the first half ended in a
stalemate, the Babson Beavers struck
first in the 75th minute, with Derek
Losi converting a breakaway.
However, the Scots would light back,
and were back on level terms within
five minutes, with Conaway punching a shot past the Babson goalie
after latching onto a through-ba- ll
from midfielder Bosch. This writer
spoke to Conaway soon after the
ten-minu-

Sports Editor
Unfazed by the defensive tactics
thrown at him over the weekend,
Brian Conaway '06 netted both goals
for Wooster in last weekend's quad- rangular tournament in Oberlin,
Ohio. In the first game, the Scots
played Defiance College, emerging -0
victors thanks to Conaway's heroics. In the second game, a more closewith the prely contested match-u- p
season's nationally-ranke- d
Babson
College (Mass.), the Scots fell behind
in the 70th minute, only to restore
parity in the score column via
Conaway's thunderous shot in the
80th minute off a feed from Tyler

'

l-

Bosch "06.

The Scots' reliance on Conaway as
a potent offensive threat became all
but apparent in Oberlin, as he struck
his 82nd and 33rd career goals over
the weekend. Defiance, seemed""To"
keep the star striker in check for
most of the contest, as the score was
deadlocked at 0-- 0 going into half-tim-e.
However, with head coach
Graham Ford's philosophy of having
fresh legs on the pitch going into the
final fifteen minutes of the game
bearing fruit, the Scots were able to
turn up the heat on the Defiance
goal. In the 73rd minute, Wooster
was awarded a free kick from outside
the penalty box, which Conaway
stepped up to and deftly curled into
the net past a hapless Defiance
goalie. Goalie David Treleven '06 did
not even have to register a save in

1-

-1

1--

V.

42-2- 1.

13-1-

0-1.

-

pre-confere-

mid-Septemb-

nce

er..
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pre-confere-

Last weekend, college football kicked
off in full swing with the University of
Southern California (USC) handing out
a colossal beat down to the Hawaii
Warriors by the count of 7. Texas,
Ohio State and Michigan also had solid
victories over their respective opix- nents while Pittsburgh's season is pret
ty much wreckedf
before
it began
thanks to Notre
Dame who ran over
the Panthers
Division III ball
also kicked off with
chrissweeney
Wittenberg losing
big to Calvin and our very own fighting
0.
Scots edging out Muskingum
Yet even though Wittenberg lost in a
very pathetic way and are not ranked in
the D3football.com top 25, they could
still win the Division III national title,
getting to the playoffs if they win the
North Coast Athletic Conference.
Pittsburgh who also lost terribly to
Notre Dame is probably dead in the
water even if they win their conference.
Why? Because Division III has a playoff
system, Division I does not and rest
assured some of the most deserving
teams will be left out of the

'06set up Wooster's game:tying goal against
Babson College on Sunday. The Scots go into this weekend
record (Photo courtesy of OPI).
sporting a

Tyler Bosch
1--
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Want to cover Black and Gold

Sports?
Join the Voice Sports staff.

nce

.
picture. . .again.
Last year in Division I, Oklahoma,
USC, Auburn, Utah and Boise State all

sported flawless records at the end of
the regular season. All of them won
their respective conferences but only
two of them get into the Orange Bowl
to play for the national title, so what
two get in?
Utah and Boise State were in two
conferences that merit about as much
respect as the guy you drink with who
always seems to forget to pay for beer,
so we all know they were left out.
' Auburn ' however defeated
top

25'

Eastern
South
Conference (SEC) mates Georgia and
Send all applications to Shabad Thadani, Chris Sweeney or defending bowl championship series
(BCS) national champions Louisiana
Michelle Erickson.
State l .SIIV Tliev defeated Tennessee
voiresportswooster.edu.
te
twice
to an undefeated SEC
title, which was die toughest conference
in America last year.'
Oklahoma and USC only played,
last year and
against three top
USC was in arguably the weakest of the
big six conferences (the conferences
with BCS bowl bids). Take a guess what
team got left out? Yeah, it was Auburn.
Not to say that Oklahoma or USC
were undeserving of being in the
Dan Kremer
national title game, but any team who
Voice Staff Writer
goes'undefeated regardless of strength
action of of schedule, quality wins, or what conIn the first
the season, the Scots had a strong ference they play in should get a shot to
showing at the Denison Fall Classic at least play for the title.
Utah went to a BCS bowl but didn't
last Friday. The meet was a
even get to play Auburn or Boise State
race, and therefore,
did not produce a team winner. for an undefeated showdown. At least
Boise State and Auburn got to play
However, the Scots made a. strong
impact in the race. Katie Wieferich '07 respectable opponents in Louisville who
continued her. superb form with an had one loss to Miami (FL) and Virginia
overall first place finish, crossing the Tech who also had one loss to USC
To all those delusional fans who think
line at 19m28.39.
that this year will be different, that there
The women's team had five other fin
Nicole will only be two undefeated teams and
ishes in the top twenty.
Calderone '08, Emily Rackley '07, Cara the BCS will get it all right. Don't
,
Stoddard "08, Emily Elderbrock '09, worry, it wont. Just look at the schedule
and Kathy McCreary '06 finished 13th, of USC; the only relevant teams they
15th, 16th, and 20th respectively. This have to face are California, Arizona
strong performance from the under- State and Notre Dame so odds are that
they will go undefeated and in doing so
classmen is exactly what the women's
will merit a top two rank.
is
for
this
year.
team looking
Fourth ranked Ohio State plays the
The men's team also had strong performances by its newcomers. The top number two team in the land, Texas
next week. In addition, Ohio State has
finisher for the men was first-ye- ar
to play Iowa who is number eight and
finished
30th
who
'09,
Mark DeWine
in
with a time of 18ml4. Coming right Michigan, who is number three. If Ohio
State goes undefeated it would merit
behind DeWine was fellow classmate
them at least a number two rank.
with
32nd
finished
Brian Loy '09, who
Likewise if Michigan is undefeated and
"09,
a time of ittmgg. Paul Thompson
first-yea- r,
finished third best by Ohio State loses only to them, Michigan
another
will merit a top two rank. And in Texas'
coming in 38tb. This was a great showMNfiWi
I'll"
nMHll)"lffinilT"n
IW
JHIWI it' TT
f
ing for the men, considering their top case, if they win all their games they
two returning runners from last year, will merit a bid to the Rose bowl and a
The women's soccer team gears up for their road trip this
Taylor Delhagen '06 dnd Colin Turner shot at the national title.
weekend, hoping to carry their good form into Maryland.
Miami (FL) had to play Florida State
'06, did not conix;te due to injury. The
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
Scots next meet is the Wooster in the first week and they lost, dropping
them down to number 14 in the AP poll.
Invitational at home on September 17.
Now they need the very unlikely scemany chances to win that game."
nario of USC, Texas, Michigan, Ohio
When asked, Witchey seemed
State, LSU, Tennessee, Virginia Tech,
pleased with how the weekend went, "I
Iowa, Georgia, Florida, Florida State,
thought the teams performance was
Sixties
your
.1...
Louisville and Purdue all losing at least
think
I
all
weekend.
were
we
all
great
savings
groovy
one
game during the year to even
performance
with
Sunday's
happier
....
'' "'
.
u rMM
for the national title.
because we got the win but I know the
So to all you Florida, Florida State,
coaches and the girls were still pleased
Vic'
Tennessee, Iowa, Virginia Tech,
with the way we played against
Mi'
fA
S6.Q0-Georgia and LSU fans out there, get
South
the
of
University
Manchester.
00
$6
your end of the year complaints ready
so
Manchester
than
is a better team
00
because your team is outside looking in
all
us
of
for
was
exciting
beating them
and at the most only one of those teams
weekend."
finish
the
and a good way to
will be in the big game, even if they all
to
start
it
was a promising
All in all
I
2nil
who
will
go undefeated.
Scots
the season for the Lady
Vf :t:00-H:- 00
imi ?
weekend
to
this
travel to Maryland
C OW Minimis
Chris Sweeney is a superstar and can
I0 (list oiinl
as well as
play Frostburg State (0-be
reached at CSweeney08wooster.edu
).
Wooster mereliaiilw
Washington & Lee University
al
opponents

and

en-rou-
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Lady Scots come away with split; Wieferich
Witchey nets first goal of the season wins 5 K
Staff Writer

Midfielder

Danielle Witchey '06, a
selection, was
forced to watch the majority of the
Lady Scots' games helplessly a year
ligago after suffering a season-endiament injury. She spent the past eleven
months working and waiting for the
day when she could once again help
lead the Scots to victory. Sunday, in
the second game of the Scots' season
she finally got her chance, and after all
that waiting she didn't let it get away.
The Scots' had barely begun their
match against the University of the
South when in the seventh minute the
Scots' set up for a corner kick. Sarah
Schostarez 'Of took the corner kick
from the left side and Witchey sent a
header into the net for the Scots first
goal of the season. That was all the
in
Scots would need as they won
what was a very evenly played match
with the Scots' barely out shooting the
two-tim- e

All-NC-

AC

ng

1- -0,

.

Keeper Abby Brown '08
Tigers 7.
had two saves to secure the shutout.
Witchey seemed relieved to be back
in action saying, "It is definitely great
to be playing again especially with
these girls. It was an added bonus to
8--

score the goal in Sunday's game. I was
a little unsure of how difficult it was

.

.

going to be to come back after being
hurt, so scoring in Sunday's game was
definitely exciting and a positive step
towards having a successful season."

The win was all the more important
loss to
because of the Scots'
Manchester in their season opener on
Saturday despite dominating the conthe Spartans
test. Wooster out-sh22-- 6
but were unable to put any points
Manchester's Missy
on the board.
King managed to score in the 24th
minute for Manchester, and the Scots
were unable to get anything past keeper Julie Eslinger who registered eight
saves. Meanwhile, Brown recorded 3
1-

-0

ot

stops for the Scots.

Schostarez responded to the loss to
Manchester. "I think we played well, it
was unfortunate that they capitalized
on their shot while we couldn't. The
only thing that was missing for us was
the ability to finish the ball; we had so
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Nick Holt
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posting woosier s nrst snuioui 01
the season, and it seems he is in pursuit of the record eight blanks he
served up to opponents last fall.
In the second game of the weekend, a highly anticipated clash
between Babson (24 in the NSCAA
coaches Dolll and Wooster ended in a
tie even after the game went
.through the regular 90 minutes and

a

"Sure it feels nice to put a couple in
the back of the net, but I'd have been
happier had we come away from, the
weekend
as opposed to
Of.
course, there is a bright side we're
still undefeated and we've already
played a nationally ranked team. I
think the first-yea- rs
contributed a lot
this weekend, and it sets us up well
for the remaining
games heading into
Rob Snowden '09,, Nate Florian
'09 and the whole bunch of new guys
have really got' a sense for what this
team works for and needs, and so far
they've delivered. I'm excited going
into this weekend's game against
Otterbein. Hopefully I can add to not
only my tally, but to the teamjs win
column numbers as well."
,
The Scots hit the road again this
weekend, this time to Otterbein
University. The teams last met on
Wooster turf in the fall of 2003,
slugfest
resulting in a memorable
that also went into overtime.
Wooster then continues their chaschedule
llenging
with their home opener on Sept. 14
against Calvin College (Mich.), a
team that is ranked number seven in
the NSCAA preseason poll. Tough
competition indeed, but with
Conaway firing. on all cylinders,
Wooster will look to shift gears
going into the Sept. 24 conference
er
when they host Oberlin
'
'"
College.
0"

Let the chaos begin
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Friday, September 9, 2005

Chris Sweeney

FG gives Wooster

g

game-winnin-

-

f

win

13-1- 0
:
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plays the drive stalled and I
Milligan was forced put up another
three points, off of a
field
goal with only 24 seconds remaining.
But Muskingum returned with a rd
field
pass to set up a
goal ending the half tied up 0.
The second half became an intense
stalemate, as neither team could
score for the entire third quarter.
Muskingum drove the ball into the
red zone three times on three possessions but the stingy Scot defense
held them to zero points. The biggest
play came from Jeff Geffert '08 who
intercepted a Muskingum pass in the
corner of the end zone to end the
third quarter. The Scots ran only
eight offensive plays in the quarter.
The Scots' offense got itself
together when it needed to, putting
together another drive this time late Bill Bednar '09 goes up for a reception against tough defense from the
in the fourth quarter with Tinsley scrimmage. Wooster, now 0,
faces MacMurray College in their home
on two rushes.
rushing for
Kick-off
is scheduled for 1 p.m. (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Saturday.
Schafer found Luke McCann '09 for a
reception. The three plays
set the Scots up to strike but the claim it back next week coming
Muskingum defense forced the Scots home to John P. Papp stadium for
home
opener ' against
field goal that their
to kick a
MacMurray.
kicks off
'MacMurray
missed. Milligan would get to try
weekend
this
season
against
their
again thanks to an offsides call
1
who
has
Wooster,
an
reguagainst Muskingum that set up the
I
streak
the
line
on
win
season
lar
on
second try. This one went through
half-paralyzfrom 3
out and gave the Scots top of an 1
ed
win streak.
the 13-victory.
On a side note, Capital, ranked
"It felt real good to do my part and
14th in the D3football.com polls,
follow through capping off the hard
work of the offense and defense," whooped the preseason NCAC
favorites, Wittenberg, 54-- 0
last
said Milligan.
p The close victory may have cost week. Wooster, Ohio Wsleyan and
the Scots their ranking in the Denison were the only three NCAC
D3football.com top 25 polls for now, teams to win over the weekend with
but the team will have a chance to Wabash and Kenyon on bye weeks.
12
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The College of Wooster (1-Fighting Scots football team kicked
off its season on Saturday night with
win
over
a nail-biti0
sec).
is
their
Muskingum
This
face
in
ond
off
two years against former Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
rival with Wooster winning both.
The win puts the Scots on the right
track for another undefeated season
and a repeat at the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) title.
Wooster's win was fueled by clutch
defense that allowed only one touchdown and one field goal in four red
zone trips by Muskingum. The
offense was ignited by clutch running from Amil Tinsley '08 who
rushed for 101 yards and a spread
attack from Justin Schafer '07, going
12 for 23 and hitting seven receivers
for 136 yards and two interceptions.
Schafer also added 37 rushing yards
to Wooster's 131 net rushing yards.
Muskingum capitalized on the second of two early Scot turnovers,
for a touchdown off
driving
.of a quarterback sneak. Wooster's
offense struggled through most of
the first quarter until it started its
last possession of the quarter. That
same drive would translate into an
touchdown drive highlighted by Tinsley's fourth and goal
touchdown dive to tie the game up at
seven.
As the second quarter wound
down, the Scots received the ball on
line and drove 72- their own
yards to the Muskingum eight. After
0)

13-1-

ng

(0-1-

17-yar-
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80-ya- rd

20-ya- rd

44-ya-

29-ya- rd

10-1-
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28-yar-

secondary during a
opener this

ds

14-ya- rd

Quote of the week

36-ya- rd

vocabulary to describe
how felt about that match. This time
and
last year, he was
wondering if
watching this on
he'd ever play tennis again."
Betty Blake, on son James' upset of
2nd seed Rafael Nadal at the US Open.
"I need a new
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Scot hockey looks to Rice, Ciriegio spike Scots to 4--0 start
end slump with win
Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor

their first win of the season. Though
their season has been rough' this far,
especially with their overtime loss to
Juniata, they hope to open up their conference schedule with a win this weekend, Their team looks more than up to
the challenge.
On the djjensive end, Tingley, a two-tim- e
and
forward,
Anlyn Addis '07, the Scots' leading goal
scorer last year who was selected for

-

The College of Wooster's field

hock-

ey team played the Blue Knights of the

State
longwinded
unnecessarily
University of New York at Geneseo, in
Geneseo, last Saturday. After seventy
minutes of game play, the Scots failed
to find the back of the net and lost the
The Scots'
event 0--2.
non-conferen-
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Andy Boylan
Voice Staff Writer

The Scot spikers came into the
Capital Tournament looking to start
off the 2005 season with a bang;
they did just that as they took the
tournament and returned home with
--

4--

AC

i.

-

Sarah Hamersfone '06 lines up a pass to a teammate, looking to lead her team to the NCACs (Photo courtesy of OPI).
otfense stumbled as they were outshot
ever
20 to 6 in the first face-o- ff
between the two teams. Anne Leigh
'07 saved a total of 14 shots on the
defensive end, while Jessica Lee "09, Alii

Hall '09, Lindsay Tingley '06 and
Katelin Bugler '06 posted shots on the
offensive end.

Starting off the scoring for the
Knights was Melissa Walsh who scored
an unassisted goal at 26:06 in the first
half. This was followed by a score in
the second half of the game from
Sarah Doster, who was assisted by
Laura Henson, at 18:27.
After this game, the Scots' season
record fell to 2.
Not to worry, the
Scots have won 13 games the last 5
straight seasons and are returning
five of seven double-dig- it
scorers
from last year.
With their season still in its infant
stages, the Scots are looking to this
weekend to break the ice and chalk up
0--

the

Lakes Second Team,
Katy Baron '07, a 2003
honoree, Ashley Minton '06 who
totaled a career-hig- h
10 points last
year, Bugler, who scored seven goals
last year and Lindsey Headman '06 all
will get a chance to prove their mettle
the remainder of the season.
In the midfield and defensively, Kate
Persing '08, Miranda Leickley '07,
Sarah Hamerstone '06. and Sloan
McBride '06 will set up an Iron Curtain
of defensive pressure and curtail
enemy attackers. Not to mention the
brick wall, Leigh, who is the reigning
top NCAC goalie from a year ago,
backed up by Katie Lamoreau '07.
The Scots' first conference game is
this weekend, on Saturday, Sept. 10 at
2 p.m. on the Cindy Barr Field
against Earlham. Get some fresh air
from the confines of your dorm
room, go out and cheer on your fellow Fighting Scots.
All-Gr-

eat

all-confere-

an unblemished 0 record. Wooster
defeated four toligh opponents
Including fellow NCAC member
Hiram and the OAC's preseason
number one pick Capital.
"Winning the Capital tournafnent
gives us a ' standard by which to
measure the progress of our season.
We have proven not only .to ourselves but our opponents that we are
not a team to be taken lightly," stated Erin Schaffner '07. "Now that we
have shown what we are capable of,
we expect our opponents to really
challenge our authority."
Wooster opened the season in convincing fashion as they breezed past
Marantha Baptist by scores of 30-2- 2,
'30-2- 7
and 30-1- 5.
The Scots
showcased their powerful offense
during the opening match as they
compiled 48 kills while hitting an
impressive .310 as a team. Tiffany
Rice '06 and Carolyn Ciriegio '08
lead the team with eleven kills
.apiece.
Defensively Wooster overwhelmed
Marantha with beautiful passing and
impressive blocking at the net. The
team compiled ten blocks on the
evening with Sarah Marschall '07
providing an important spark out of
the middle. Marschall racked up six
blocks on the night, including three
solo stuffs. The defense from the
back row also provided plenty of
support for the Scots as Mary Kate
Fowkes '06, Ciriegio, Ali Drushal '09
and Megan Earle '09 each recorded
double figure dig totals. Fowkes led
the effort with sixteen.
The Scots then advanced to face
the host team, Capital. Capital, the
favorite to win the OAC, succumbed
to Wooster in four hard-foug- ht
30-2- 5
0,
and 30-2- 8.
games,
Leading the offense was once
again Rice and Ciriegio who combined for 49 kills in a dominating
performance. Schaffner also added
eleven kills to the offensive output.
Highlighting a spectacular defensive
performance was Fowkes and
Ciriegio who totaled 23 and 2 digs
respectively.
"The highlight of the past weekend was not only taking first place,
but really showing what we can
as a team," stated
accomplish
Schaffner. "Volleyball truly is a sport
in which the efforts of a team can be
victorious over the efforts of a few
highly skilled individuals."
Wooster completed their first day
of competition with an unblemished
record and looked to continue their
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Carolyn Ciriegio. '08 has been on fire so far this season,
inspiring Wooster to a 0 record, while leading the team in
kills, digs and blocks. She was named to the
team at the recent Capital Invite along with Tiffany Rice '06,
who was named Tournament Most Valuable Player (Photo
courtesy of OPI).
4--

All-Tournam- ent

success on the second day of the
tournament as they took on .Ohio
Dominican. The Scots faced their
toughest opponent of the tournament and narrowly came away with
a five game victory. The team
advanced to a 0 record after win24-3- 0,
0,
ning by scores of
30-2- 6
and 5.
Wooster's dynamic hitters were
led once again by Rice, Ciriegio, and
Schaffner as they had 17, 14 and 12
kills, respectively. Heather Wolff '08
commanded the offense while racking up 54 assists on her way to a
remarkable 203 for the tournament.
Fowkes showed off her passing-skill- s
while amassing 39 digs to
anchor the defense for the third
game in a row.
Completing their four game sweep
of the tournament the team faced
Hiram. Wooster had last faced
Hiram in the NCAC semifinals last
season in which they fell in four
games. The Scots were out for
revenge and defeated the Terriers in
30-2- 6
29-3- 1,
four by scores of 30-230-25.
and
The team put forth a
solid defensive effort that kept
Hiram off the scoreboard and out of
the match as they compiled 14 digs
throughout the match. The offense
finished off the job as once again
Rice and Ciriegio pounded the oppo
3--

28-3-

32-3- 0,

17-1-

7,

1

sitions defenders for 17 kills apiece.
For their efforts Rice and Ciriegio
were elected to the
team with Rice earning MVP honors
while helping the Scots bring home a
trophy for their trophy case. Rice
was also awarded NCAC player of
the week as she racked up 67 kills,' 6
blocks and hit a remarkable .314 for
the weekend. Both Rice and Ciriegio
will be looking to continue their
dominance as the season progresses
along with the rest of the powerful
Scot hitters and outstanding defenders. Already early in the season Rice
and Ciriegio are leading several hitting categories within the NCAC
along with Wolff, Fowkes and
Marshall ranking within the top five
in assists, digs and blocks respectively. The Scots are also sitting atop the
conference tied with Denison at 0
after the first week of play.
Wooster now turns to this week in
which they travel to John Carroll for
match up before
a
returning home for their own tournament, The Kilt Classic. Wooster
will play on Friday night' beginning
at 6. The tournament will continue
on Saturday with pool play finishing
up in the morning beginning at
9AM. The Scots will look to continue their dominance and continue
their impressive early seasori run.
All-tournam-

ent
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